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I 
 

Abstract 
 
The topic of this Thesis is related to the determination of second-order nonlinear optical 
properties by optical second-harmonic generation. Important advances are achieved with 
regard to two different aspects. First, the reliability of the traditional second-harmonic 
technique used to characterize nonlinear properties of surfaces and thin films is carefully 
analyzed and then improved. Second, a new technique based on the use of two beams at 
the fundamental frequency is used to address the origin of the second-order response of 
isotropic and centrosymmetric materials. Interestingly, although the second-order 
response of such materials is forbidden within the electric-dipole approximation of the 
light-matter interaction, the response becomes allowed when magnetic-dipole and 
electric-quadrupole effects are taken into account. Furthermore, the new two-beam 
technique allows the dipole-allowed surface response and the multipolar bulk response to 
be separated in an unambiguous and quantitative way, which has not been possible earlier. 
The relative values of the nonlinear coefficients for surface and bulk responses are 
determined for important special cases of glasses and metal films using a proper 
theoretical model to interpret the experimental results. In addition, their absolute values 
are calibrated against a nonlinear reference crystal. The two-beam technique thus provides 
a simple and direct method to determine the relative importance of different multipolar 
effects, and therefore opens the door to develop and characterize new nonlinear optical 
materials with large multipolar responses. 
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1 Introduction 

A nonlinear optical process can become observable when an intense light field interacts 
with matter [1,2]. Second-harmonic generation (SHG) is one of the most common 
nonlinear processes, which is involved with the annihilation of two photons at the 
fundamental frequency ω and the creation of one new photon at the second-harmonic 
frequency 2ω. Symmetry arguments suggest that, within the electric-dipole approximation 
of the light-matter interaction [3], SHG can occur only in noncentrosymmetric materials. 
The inversion symmetry is broken at the surfaces of materials, thus giving rise to a dipolar 
surface response. This fact makes SHG sensitive to surfaces of materials and interfaces 
between centrosymmetric media [4].  In this Chapter, we place this Thesis into proper 
context with regard to existing knowledge. In Section 1.1, we review the previous 
experimental and theoretical works on surface nonlinear response, where we pay special 
attention to the separation of the surface and bulk responses of centrosymmetric materials. 
The aim and scope of the Thesis is summarized in Section 1.2. 
 

1.1 Previous work 

Optical SHG was first observed by Franken et al. [5] in a noncentrosymmetric crystalline 
quartz shortly after the invention of the pulsed ruby laser in 1961. In the following year, 
SHG was also observed experimentally as a function of an applied dc electric field in a 
centrosymmetric crystal of calcite by Terhune et al. [6]. Of particular significance, they 
observed a small amount of SHG signal even without the dc electric field and believed that 
this was associated with electric-quadrupole effects, which can lead to SHG also in 
centrosymmetric materials. After that, a lot of experiments were carried out in other 
centrosymmetric media, for example, metals [7-11], semiconductors [9,12], dielectric 
materials [13] and liquids [14].  

Since 1962, a series of theoretical treatments were developed to describe the nonlinear 
response of homogeneous media. Armstrong et al. [15] first provided a 
quantum-mechanical theory incorporating the solution of Maxwell equations and the 
nonlinear properties for an infinite nonlinear medium.  Then Bloembergen and Pershan 
extended the theory to the boundary of a linear and a nonlinear medium [16]. Shortly after, 
a detailed theoretical discussion of SHG by electric-quadrupole and magnetic-dipole terms 
was presented by Pershan [17] and Adler [18] for nondissipative dielectric media. Then 
Jha [19-21] developed a theory of SHG at a metal surface based on analyzing a 
self-consistent set of Maxwell’s equations and the classical Boltzmann equation for the 
electromagnetic fields and the distribution function of the conduction electrons in the 
metal. He showed that the nonlinearity of the conduction electrons in the metal should also 
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consider a quadrupolar term, in addition to the volume term with magnetic character from 
the Lorentz force, which only was considered by Kronig and Boekema [22] and Cheng and 
Miller [23]. In Jha’s treatment, a surface-like quadrupolar term as a source of SHG 
radiation from the interface was caused by the discontinuity in the electric fields at the 
interface. Bloembergen et al. [24] pointed out that the same effect should also occur in 
insulators, which was soon verified in SHG experiments from silicon and germanium [9]. 
The SHG response from media with inversion symmetry was theoretically investigated for 
the first time in the classical paper of Bloembergen et al. in 1968 [25]. They also argued 
that the SHG response arises mainly from the field discontinuity at the boundary, whereas 
the effect of the structural discontinuity was negligible.   

In 1969, observation of a strong dependence of the SHG signal at silver surfaces on the 
amount of adsorbed silver was the first indication of the surface sensitivity of SHG [26]. 
Rudnick and Stern [27] realized that the surface sensitivity of SHG was primarily 
attributed to the broken inversion symmetry of the surface rather than the quadrupolar 
effects. The subsequent experimental works [28-31] showed that the existing theories of 
the nonlinearity of centrosymmetric media, which were based on the bulk properties, must 
be modified to account for the surface contribution. 

Guyot-Sionnest et al. [32] expanded the theory of optical SHG to include both the 
structural and field discontinuities across the surface layer contributing to the interface 
nonlinearity. However, these two contributions were incorporated into the effective 
dipolar surface susceptibility tensor and difficulties to separate them in experimental 
measurements arose. In the experimental study on the nonlinearity of a solid-liquid 
interface [33], the contributions due to structural and field discontinuities were separated 
by varying the refractive index of the liquid.  When the refractive index of the liquid 
matched that of the substrate medium, only the structural discontinuity was present and 
there was no contribution from field discontinuity.  They also concluded that the origin of 
SHG from liquid-solid or air-solid interface has the electric-quadrupole character arising 
from the field discontinuity when the refractive indices at the interface are not matched. In 
addition, SHG from the monolayer adsorbed at the interface can have an electric-dipole or 
electric-quadrupole character, depending on the fundamental frequency used. 

For centrosymmetric materials, going beyond the electric-dipole approximation, the 
SHG signals detected from surfaces consist of the surface response due to the broken 
symmetry [25,34] and the bulk response arising from magnetic-dipole and 
electric-quadrupole effects. It has been established that part of the bulk response is not 
separable from the surface contribution in real experiments that allow no modification of 
the sample [35,36]. It was found that in a medium with inversion symmetry, the surface 
contribution to SHG could be comparable with or even dominant over the bulk 
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contribution [7,8,10,11,13,25]. Guyot-Sionnest et al. [32] also estimated that the 
contribution from the bulk nonlinearity to SHG was an order of magnitude weaker than the 
surface nonlinearity in centrosymmetric media with a large optical dielectric constant such 
as metals and semiconductors (ε>10) while it may be appreciable in the case of insulators 
and liquids with ε~3.  

When second-order nonlinear processes are used as surface probes, it would be 
desirable to be able to separate the surface and bulk contributions to the nonlinear response 
of the samples. Since the early days of surface nonlinear optics, many attempts to separate 
the bulk and surface contributions have been made. It has been shown that the surface 
contribution for materials with inversion symmetry can be partly separated from the bulk 
contribution by proper combinations of input and output polarizations [13,14,32-36] or 
from the output dependence on the angle of rotation of the sample along its surface normal  
[37]. For cubic centrosymmetric crystals, using the azimuthal anisotropy of the SHG 
intensity [38,39], Bottomley et al. [40] have theoretically and experimentally 
demonstrated that the anisotropic contributions to SHG can be separated exactly from all 
cubic centrosymmetric faces except (111). Later, spectroscopy of the SHG radiation was 
also shown to be a promising tool for the separation of the various contributions using the 
different spectroscopic properties of the surface and bulk susceptibilities [41,42]. The 
separation of the surface and bulk nonlinear contributions was distinguished by using 
dc-electric-field induced SHG spectroscopy [43]. Many other experiments [44-46] were 
performed to estimate the surface and bulk contributions in silica. On the other hand, 
Koopmans et al. [47-49] separated the surface and bulk components of isotropic thin films 
by measuring the SHG intensity as function of the films thickness in a planar thin-film 
geometry. They demonstrated that strong bulk magnetic dipole was responsible for SHG 
of isotropic C60 thin films. Shortly after, Wilk et al. performed a SHG measurement on C60 
using the same theory but at different pump frequency [50]. A detailed theory of the full 
separation of the surface and bulk contributions for magnetic and non-magnetic 
multilayers was also discussed in Koopmans’s papers [51,52].  

Unfortunately, the approach developed by Koopmans based on the SHG thickness 
scan measurements in a single-beam geometry is not valid when the separable bulk term 
vanishes in the low-frequency limit or in the free-electron approximation [25,53]. A 
number of experimental arrangements related to sum-frequency generation (SFG), which 
requires two non-collinear input beams, were proposed to separate mutlipole effects. 
Consequently, a contribution separable from the surface response [33,36] is found in the 
bulk response and will lead to the radiation building up in the medium [33,54-58]. 
Therefore, the bulk response depends on the coherence length of the nonlinear interaction 
process. Since the phase mismatch in reflection and transmission is different, the 
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separation of surface and bulk contributions seems possible from the simultaneous 
measurement of SFG in both reflection and transmission [56-58]. Recently, Cattaneo and 
Kauranen [59,60] have shown that the surface and bulk contributions to the nonlinear 
response of isotropic and centrosymmetric materials can be separated in a clear and 
quantitative way [59,60] by a new SHG technique based on the use of two noncollinear 
fundamental beams [59-67].   

Noble metals can often be described as an isotropic free-electron gas, and the origin of 
the metal nonlinearity has been widely discussed using free-electron approaches 
[25,27,53,68,69], Thomas-Fermi model [70] and time-dependent density-functional 
theory [71,72]. Of particular importance is that the bulk contribution separable from the 
surface response was predicted to vanish for metals in all these approaches. Indeed, 
surface effects have usually been thought to be important in the nonlinearity of metals 
[73-79] and recently have been implicated for metal nanoparticles [80-82] and nanodimers 
[83,84]. However, SHG from magnetic split-ring resonators has been described by the 
bulk mechanisms of Lorentz [85] and convective forces [86-88]. The work on a composite 
structure of alternating metallic and dielectric layers also discussed bulk effects [89], but 
had problems in separating them from surface effects. Additionally, experimental 
evidence of higher multipole radiation from metal nanoparticles was provided [81,82]. 
Due to the interesting properties of metal nanostructure and metamaterials, the origin of 
the metal nonlinearity is becoming important again. 

Metal films start growing by first forming metal islands, at some point forming a 
percolated network, and then filling in to become a continuous film. As a consequence, the 
surface is initially quite rough but finally becomes relatively smooth. The presence of 
roughness can produce local-field strength at the interface that greatly exceeds that of the 
applied field. The mechanism of local-field enhancement should affect all optical 
processes at surfaces, but is particularly important for nonlinear processes, such as 
surface-enhanced SHG [28,30,77,90-94]. Furthermore, the local SHG enhancement on 
metal nanostructures and nanoparticles has recently been investigated [95-98]. However, 
these results have earlier been obtained only for the surface response. It is important to 
note that multipole effects can also play a role in many nonlinear optical processes 
including surface enhanced Raman Scattering (SERS) [99] and also SHG [100-102]. The 
local-field distribution in such nanostructures is highly inhomogeneous [103] including 
several plane-wave components, and the retardation effects in the interaction of the 
electromagnetic fields with the particles must be taken into out. These effects might also 
enhance coupling to bulk responses. 
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1.2 Outline of Thesis  

The main aim of this Thesis is to separate in an unambiguous and quantitative way the 
surface and bulk effects to SHG from a number of materials by using the technique of 
two-beam SHG. The Thesis consists of seven chapters followed by five original 
publications.  
 
Chapter 1:  We review the related work by other authors and outline the Thesis. 
 
Chapter 2:  We present the concept of the second-order nonlinear process and describe 

the polarization measurements of SHG in a phenomenological way.  
 
Chapter 3:  Beyond the electric-dipole approximation, we introduce the theory on 

multipole (magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole) effects and derive the 
nonlinear parameters characterizing the surface and bulk effects of isotropic 
and centrosymmetric materials. In particular, the surface and bulk responses 
of metals based on an improved hydrodynamic theory are also discussed. 

 
Chapter 4:  We consider the geometry of two-beam SHG and present the detailed 

functional forms of the SHG fields generated from the dipolar surface 
response and the indistinguishable and separable bulk responses and obtain 
the nonvanishing expansion coefficients of the total SHG fields for 
isotropic and centrosymmetric materials.  Based on the same experimental 
configuration, we give the respective expansion coefficients of a 
noncentrosymmetric nonlinear crystal to calibrate the absolute magnitudes 
of the nonlinear parameters.  

 
Chapter 5:  We describe the samples used in the measurements, the single- and 

two-beam experimental arrangements and data collection.  
 
Chapter 6:  We summarize the main results and conclusions using two-beam SHG 

measurements. 
 
Chapter 7:  Final remarks are shown and an outlook for future work is given. 
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2 Surface characterization by second-harmonic generation 
The broken inversion symmetry at surfaces gives rise to an electric-dipole-allowed 
second-order surface response, which makes second-order techniques sensitive probes of 
the structure and properties of surfaces, interfaces and thin molecular films [104,105]. 

When characterizing a nonlinear optical material, it is important to make a distinction 
between the parameters that are directly accessible in an experiment and more 
fundamental properties of the material, such as the nonlinear susceptibility tensor [2]. This 
Chapter summarizes the theory of the nonlinear response of materials. The nonlinear 
susceptibility tensor is introduced in Section 2.1 and the growth of the nonlinear signals is 
discussed in Section 2.2. The polarization measurements of SHG are described in Section 
2.3 and the specific case of two-beam SHG is discussed in Section 2.4. 

 

2.1 Second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor 

Within the electric-dipole approximation of the light-matter interaction, the nonlinear 
optical response of a material can often be described by expressing the source polarization 
of the material P as a power series in the electric field E as [1,2] 

(1) (2) 2 (3) 3� � �� � � �P E E E ,                (2.1) 

where ( )i�  is the i-th order susceptibility tensor. The optical responses of materials 
depend on the frequency of the interacting fields. It is therefore necessary to express the 
time-dependent fields and polarizations as a superposition of their various frequency 
components. The electric field, for example, is expressed as 

'( ) ( ) . ( )n ni t i t
n n

n n
t e c c e� �� �� �� � �� �E E E( )) � '( ) � 'E( )) ,                                               (2.2) 

where we have used the symbol ~ to denote time-varying fields, n�  is angular frequency 
of the applied electric field, and the primed summation sign denotes that the summation is 
to be taken over positive frequencies only. It is often convenient to represent the electric 
field as a summation over all frequencies, both positive and negative, as described by the 
unprimed summation symbol in Eq. (2.2). Using a notation similar to that of Eq. (2.2), we 
express the nonlinear polarization as 

( ) ( ) ni t
n

n
t e �� ���P P( )) ��P( )) ,                                                                             (2.3) 

where the summation extends over all frequencies as before. 
The second-order nonlinear polarization density at frequency n m� ��  is then found 

to be [1,2] 
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(2)

( )
( ) ( , , ) ( ) ( )i n m n m n m j n k mijk

jk nm
P E E� � � � � � � � �� � �� � ,                           (2.4) 

where (2) ( , , )n m n mijkχ ω ω ω ω�  are the components of the second-order susceptibility 
tensor, which relate the amplitude of the nonlinear polarization to products of the electric 
field amplitudes, the subscripts ijk refer to the Cartesian components of the fields, and the 
notation (nm) indicates that, in performing the summation over n and m, the sum n m� ��  
is to be fixed, although n�  and m�  are each allowed to vary. Due to the fact that the 
frequencies n�  and m�  can be positive or negative, the response is seen to contain new 
frequencies that depend on the sums and differences of the original frequencies. Since the 
polarization oscillations act as sources of radiation, the nonlinear response therefore gives 
rise to electromagnetic radiation at the new frequencies. 

One of the most common second-order processes is SHG where the input frequency 
and the generated frequency are n m� � �� �  and 2n m� � �� � , respectively 

(2)(2 ) (2 , , ) ( ) ( )i j kijk
jk

P E E� � � � � � ��� .                                                                (2.5) 

In general, the second-order susceptibility tensor has 27 complex-valued components. 
However, many restrictions resulting from symmetries can reduce the number of 
independent susceptibility tensor components significantly. For example the intrinsic 
permutation symmetry, which requires that the nonlinear susceptibility must remain 
unchanged by the simultaneous interchange of its last two frequency arguments and its last 
two Cartesian indices [1,2], leads to the symmetry 

(2) (2)( , , ) ( , , )n m n m n m m nijk ikj� � � � � � � � � �� � � .                                                     (2.6) 

Especially for SHG, the last two Cartesian indices are interchangeable. Another restriction 
is called as Kleinman symmetry [1,2]. When dispersion can be ignored, the frequencies 
can be freely permuted without permuting the corresponding Cartesian subscripts, and 
vice versa, and the susceptibility will remain unchanged.  

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
ijk jki kij ikj jik kji� � � � � �� � � � � .                                                      (2.7) 

Furthermore, the structural symmetries of the material such as rotation axes and mirror 
planes can also greatly reduce the number of independent and nonvanishing susceptibility 
tensor components. One of the symmetry properties that some crystals possess is inversion 
symmetry. For a material system that is centrosymmetric (i.e., possesses a center of 
inversion), the second-order susceptibility (2)�  must vanish identically [1,2]. We will 
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briefly demonstrate this fact only for the special case of second-harmonic generation in a 
medium that responds instantaneously to the applied optical field. 

We assume that the nonlinear polarization (2 , )t�P(2 , )P  from a nonlinear material is given  

(2) 2(2 , ) : ( , )t t� ��P χ E(2) 2(2 , ) : ( , )(2) 2) : ( ,) : ( ,2((2, ))P χ :(2)(2) :::(2) , (2.8) 

where ( , )t�E( , ),E  is the applied optical field at the fundamental frequency ω.  
Centrosymmetic materials have inversion as symmetry operation, i.e., if we change 

the sign of the applied electric field ( , )t�E( , ),E , the sign of the induced polarization (2 , )t�P(2 , )P  
must also change. The transformation between the original (r) and transformed (r’) 
coordinate systems is thus given as 

' , ( , ) '( , ) ( , )t t t� � �� � � � � �r r r E E E( , ) '( , ) ( , )( ,, ) ( , ) (, ) ( , ) (( ,( , ) ( , ), ) () ( , )) ( ,( ) '( )( ) '() '( )) '('(( , ) '( )) '(, ) '( , ) , (2.9) 

(2) 2 (2) 2'(2 , ) (2 , ) :[ '( , )] :[ ( , )] (2 , )t t t t t� � � � �� � � � � �P P χ E χ E P(2) 2 (2) 2'(2 , ) (2 , ) :[ '( , )] :[ ( , )] (2 , )(2) 2 (2) 22 (2)(2 , ) :[ '( , )] :[ ( , )] (2 ,) :[ '( , )] :[ ( , )] (2 ,(2) 2 (2)2 (2):[ ( , )] :[ ( , )] (, )] :[ ( , )] (:[ '( , )] :[ ( , )] (2 ,)] :[ ( ,, )] :[ ( , )] (2(2) 2 (2)2 (2), ) (2 , ), ) (2) (2 , )) (2 , :[ ( )] :[( ) ( )( )( )(2 )P '(2 , )), ) χ χ 22( , )]2( )] . (2.10) 

Since the applied electric field is nonzero, Eq. (2.10) shows that 
(2) 0�χ .  (2.11) 

This result is one of the basic rules of nonlinear optics. For a centrosymmetric material, all 
the even-order nonlinear effects can also be shown to vanish. In particular the process of 
second-harmonic generation can only occur in noncentrosymmetric materials. 
 

2.2 Growth equation of nonlinear interactions 

In nonlinear optics, Maxwell’s equations are used to describe the properties of electric and 
magnetic fields arising from varying distributions of electric charges and currents in the 
medium [1,2]. In the Gaussian system of units, the equations are 

4	
�� �D 4	
�D 
 ,  (2.12a) 

0� � �B 0�B , (2.12b) 

1
c t


�� � �


BE B1
t


� �


BE B , (2.12c) 

4 1
c c t
	 

�� � �

DH J4 1
t


�


DH 4

��
4	 D ,  (2.12d) 

where c is the speed of light, t is time, EE  is the electric field, BB  is the magnetic-induction 
field, DD  is the electric displacement, HH is the magnetic field, 

  is the density of free 
charges, and JJ  is the free current density. In the simple case of a nonmagnetic medium, 
which contains no free charges and no free currents, we have the additional relationships  
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0
 � 0
 � , (2.13) 

0�J 0�J , (2.14) 

�B HB H� , (2.15) 

4	� �D E P4	D E P4	� � . (2.16) 

where PP  is the macroscopic polarization of the medium. 
By combining Eqs. (2.12)-(2.16),  the wave equation describing the propagation of the 

electromagnetic radiation at a given frequency n�  is of the form  

2 2

2 2
4

( ) ( ) ( )n n
n n n

c c

� 	�
� � ����� � �E E P . (2.17) 

We next consider SHG in geometry, where the fundamental field and the generated 
second-harmonic field are plane waves that propagate in the positive z direction. The 
fields are thus of the form 

( ) ( ) ikze� ��e a , (2.18) 

( ) ( ) iKze� � �E A , (2.19) 

where 2�� � . Note also that when considering SHG, we use the convention that the 
quantities at the fundamental frequency are expressed by using lower-case symbols and 
those at the second-harmonic frequency are expressed by using upper-case symbols. 

We also assume that we can focus our attention to certain polarization components of 
the two fields whose nonlinear interaction can be described by the nonlinear parameter d, 
which is traditionally defined as half of the respective component of the nonlinear 
susceptibility tensor (2)� . By assuming the undepleted field at the fundamental frequency 
in the interaction and considering slowly-varying amplitude approximation (the fractional 
change of the amplitude of the generated wave is small in one wavelength), the growth of 
the second-harmonic wave is given by the scalar equation 

2

2
( , ) 2 ( , ) iKzdE z i P z e
dz Kc

	 �� �
� � ,   (2.20) 

with 

2 2( , ) 2 ( ) i kzP z da e�� � ,  (2.21) 

or  

2
2

2
( , ) 4 ( ) i kzdE z i d a e
dz Kc

	 � �� �
� .  (2.22) 
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where k and K are the wave vectors of the fundamental and SHG beams, respectively, and 
�k  is the phase mismatch of the nonlinear interaction with the definition of  

2k k K� � � .  (2.23) 

The condition Δk=0 is known as the perfect phase-matching condition [2] and represents 
momentum conservation for the SHG process. The SHG beam can then extract energy 
most efficiently from the pump beam, leading to linear growth of the SHG amplitude as a 
function of distance. On the other hand, when the condition Δk=0 is not satisfied (phase 
mismatching), the intensity of the emitted SHG wave is smaller than that for the case of 
Δk=0. For phase-matching considerations, the coherence length of the interaction is 
defined as 

/	� �cl k , (2.24) 

and represents the effective length for the growth of the SHG signal beam.  
For 0k� � , the amplitude of the SHG field at the exit plane z=L of the nonlinear 

medium is given by integrating Eq. (2.22) from z=0 to z=L 

2 2
0 00

1( ) ( ) ( )( )
i kLL i kz eE L C a e dz C a

i k

�
� �

� �
��� � ,  (2.25) 

where 2 2
0 4 ( )C i d Kc� �	  and L is the length of the nonlinear medium. The intensity of 

the SHG field is then given by 

2
2 2 2

0 0 2
sin ( / 2)( ) ( )

( / 2)
kLI L E L C I

k
�

� �
�

, (2.26) 

where 2
0I  is the intensity of the pump beam e(ω). For a fixed 0k� � , Eq. (2.26) oscillates 

as a function of L. 
  

2.3 Polarization measurements 

As mentioned in Section 2.1, second-order nonlinear processes are electric-dipole- 
forbidden in centrosymmetric materials. However, the symmetry of the materials is 
broken within the first atomic or molecular layers near the surface [1,2], and this gives rise 
to an electric-dipole-allowed surface nonlinearity. As a consequence, second-order 
techniques have become sensitive tools to probe the structure and properties of surfaces, 
interfaces and thin molecular films [4,29,31,33]. The second-order nonlinear 
susceptibility tensor is the quantity directly associated with the macroscopic structure of 
the material, and it can thus give information on the structural order of the material. Hence, 
its accurate determination is important for both the characterization of new materials and 
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fundamental studies of surface and interface effects. Unfortunately, the tensor components 
are not directly accessible from experimental measurements.  

Over the years, various SHG techniques [34] have been developed to determine the 
nonlinear susceptibility tensor. In surface nonlinear optics, the traditional method is to 
express the SHG fields as quadratic combinations of the p- (in the plane of incidence) and 
s- (perpendicular to the plane of incidence) polarized components of the fundamental 
beam. Regardless of the spatial symmetry of the nonlinear surface layer, when a single 
beam at the fundamental frequency is incident (Fig. 2.1), the second-harmonic field must 
be of the form [106-108]  

2 2
j jpp p jss s jps p sE f e f e f e e� � � ,                            (2.27) 

where the subscript j=p, s denotes the polarization of the second-harmonic signal from the 
material and pe  and se  are the p- and s-polarized components of the fundamental beam.  
The expansion coefficients ijkf  are in general complex-valued and they can be directly 
measured in experiments. Furthermore, the expansion coefficients are linear combinations 
of several Cartesian susceptibility tensor components. Since the symmetry of the material 
can reduce the number of independent and nonvanishing tensor components, some of the 
expansion coefficients in Eq. (2.27) may vanish, but there are no more than these three 
coefficients. In principle, once each coefficient has been uniquely determined, the 
susceptibility tensor can be uniquely solved. 
 

 
Figure 2.1. Geometry of single-beam surface SHG. e(ω) is the field vector of the fundamental beam 

incident on the sample, while R(2ω) and T(2ω) are the field vectors of the SHG beams in the 
reflected and transmitted directions, respectively. The fields are most naturally divided into p 
and s components (parallel and normal to the plane of incidence, respectively). The coordinate 
system xyz, associated with the sample is also shown.  

 
A method to determine the expansion coefficients is based on continuous 

measurements of the SHG signal as a function of the polarization of the incident beam. In 
early experiments, a half-wave plate was used to modulate the polarization of the beam, 

e(ω) 

ŝ  

p̂  P̂  
R(2ω) 

T(2ω) 

ŝ  

ŝ  
P̂  

surface layer 

x̂  
ˆˆ � �y s  

ẑ  
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but required measurements at different angles of incidence [109,110] to eliminate multiple 
solutions of expansion coefficients and a complicated Fourier analysis. Subsequently, the 
use of a quarter-wave plate in determining the complex-valued coefficients proved to be 
more effective [111] because of single incident angle measurement and a simple 
theoretical treatment. Additionally, it has been proven that the relative values of the 
coefficients ijkf  in Eq. (2.27) can be uniquely determined from experimental 
measurements [112].  

However, we show [paper I] that the proof of the uniqueness of the expansion 
coefficients [112] was based on an experimentally convenient initial state of polarization 
(p- or s-polarized) before the quarter-wave plate and on the assumption of the most general 
experimental situation where all three coefficients are nonvanishing. This implies that the 
sample or the experimental setup is chiral, i.e., has no reflection symmetry. For the most 
common cases where neither the sample nor the setup is chiral, however, the expansion 
coefficients cannot be uniquely determined using the traditional experimental 
configuration.  On the other hand, we also show [paper I] that this problem can be 
overcome by using new initial states of polarization (p±s linearly polarized). 
 

2.4 Two-beam second-harmonic generation  

Precise determination of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor is thus very 
important as it is directly associated with the structural symmetry of materials. However, 
all the experimental measurements [108,113-118] used to determine the susceptibility 
tensor have traditionally been conducted using a single beam at the fundamental 
frequency, as discussed in Section 2.3. The single-beam technique, however, has some 
important limitations in the precise determination of the susceptibility tensor. The pattern 
of the SHG signal is sometimes very complicated, in particular, when all the expansion 
coefficients are nonvanishing, which occurs when the sample [108,113-118] or 
experimental setup [107,119] is chiral. In addition, there is no way to verify the quality of 
the recorded experimental data or the calculated susceptibility tensor.  

To overcome the problems of the single-beam setup, we consider a geometry where 
two non-collinear fundamental beams are used (Fig. 2.2). A second-harmonic field 
generated jointly by the two input fields can then be expressed as [119-121] 

j jpp p p jss s s jps p s jsp s pE f a b f a b f a b f a b� � � � . (2.28) 

At first sight, Eq. (2.28) appears more complicated than Eq. (2.27) for the single-beam 
arrangement. However, once the polarization of one fundamental beam (control beam 
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labeled as beam a) is fixed, Eq. (2.28) implies that any SHG signal can be completely 
specified by only two parameters  

j j p j sE b b� �� � , (2.29) 

where j�  and j�  are the effective expansion coefficients determined by recording the 
SHG signal when the polarization of the other fundamental beam (probe beam b) is 
continuously modulated. When one of the coefficients is taken as real, the pattern of the 
measured SHG intensity only depends on three real-valued parameters. Such a simple 
dependence shows that the effective expansion coefficients are determined uniquely. 
Consequently, the actual susceptibility tensor components can also be uniquely 
determined based on a proper theoretical model. 

The two-beam arrangement has an additional property, which is of particular interest 
for the present Thesis, that it allows the presence of multipolar contributions from the bulk 
of centrosymmetric materials in the measured signals to be addressed. This possibility 
does not occur for the single-beam arrangement. For the two-beam arrangement, the 
possibility arises from the detailed analysis of the polarization dependence of the SHG 
responses [59,60,107]. 
  

 
Figure 2.2. Geometry of two-beam surface SHG. a(ω) and b(ω) are the field vectors of the fundamental 

beams incident on the sample, while R(2ω) and T(2ω) are the field vectors of the joint SHG 
beams in the reflected and transmitted directions, respectively.  

 
The bulk contribution leads to the buildup of SHG radiation in the bulk of the medium 

and the strength of the generated signal thus depends sensitively on the coherence length 
of the nonlinear interaction [33,56-60]. Furthermore, for the two fundamental beams with 
finite transverse size, the overlap region of the beams will limit the interaction volume and 
the strength of the local nonlinear interaction. Consequently, the SHG field generated by 
two fundamental beams should be described by introducing a weighting function g(z) in 
Eq. (2.20) [122] 

b(ω) 

ŝ  

p̂  
P̂  

R(2ω) 

T(2ω) 

ŝ  

ŝ  
P̂  

surface layer  

ŝ  

p̂  a(ω) 

x̂  
ˆˆ � �y s  

ẑ  
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2

2
( , ) 2 ( ) ( , ) iKzdE z i g z P z e
dz Kc

	 �� �
� � , (2.30) 

where g(z) describes the overlap of the input  beams (Fig. 2.3). Fortunately, the detailed 
functional form of g(z) is not required in the calculation but is expected to be a smooth,  
real  function,  which grows  from  zero  to  the  maximum  value  of  unity  and  then  
decreases  back  to  zero  over  the interaction volume.  

 
Figure 2.3. Experimental geometry and finite interaction region for SHG with two fundamental beams. 

The nonlinear medium occupies the region 0D z� � � . The weighting function g(z) 
describing the variation in the strength of the polarization due to the overlap of two input beams 
is expected to be a smooth, real function that grows from zero to the maximum of unity and 
then decreases back to zero over the interval b z a� � .    

 
In the common case where the overlap region of the two input beams is much less than 

the thickness of the medium, the results [122] can be summarized as follows. First, the 
maximum SHG signal is observed when the overlap is centered at one of the sample 
surfaces. Secondly, when the overlap is localized deeply in the bulk of the nonlinear 
medium, the SHG signals are strongly suppressed. In addition, when the overlap region is 
translated across the boundary of the material, the recorded SHG amplitude reproduces the 
shape of function g(z). These interesting results apply for both cenctrosymmetric and 
noncentrosymmetric materials, provided that the thickness of the sample used is greater 
than half of the overlap length of two input beams.  

 

nonlinear medium inear menonlilin

e2(ω) 

e1(ω) 
k1 

k2 

E(Ω) K 
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Max. 
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3 Higher-multipole theory 
Nonlinear optical processes are usually described within the electric-dipole approximation 
of the light-matter interaction. This leads to the result that SHG is forbidden in the bulk of 
a centrosymmetric medium [1,2] and that broken inversion symmetry near the material 
surface leads to electric-dipole-allowed SHG from the surface region [4,33]. However, 
inclusion of magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interactions makes the second-order 
processes allowed also in the bulk of centrosymmetric materials. In this Chapter, we 
present the formalism that allows the higher-multipole contributions taken into account 
and apply them to the case of isotropic and centrosymmetric materials. 
 

3.1 Different multipolar responses 

The multipolar interaction Hamiltonian of the electromagnetic field with materials up to 
the first order spatial derivatives [1,18,123-125] can be expressed as 

int ( , ) ( , ) ( , )t t t� � � � �� � �H p E r Q E r m B r( , ) ( , ) ( , ),E r Q E r m B r( , ) ( , ) (( , ) ((( , ) ( , ), )) ( , )) ( ,( , )( , ) ,  (3.1) 

with  

e� �p d , (3.2a) 

1
2

e� �Q dd , (3.2b) 

2 e

e
m c

� � �m d p ,  (3.2c) 

where EE  and BB  are the electric and magnetic-induction fields, respectively, -e is the 
electron charge, me is the electron mass, c is the velocity of light, d is the relative 
displacement vector pointing from the negative charge to positive charge, and p, m, and Q 
are the electric-dipole, magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole operators, respectively. 
The first term of Eq. (3.1) describes the electric-dipole interaction. In most materials, this 
term is usually stronger than the higher-multipole interactions described by the last two 
terms in Eq. (3.1). For centrosymmetric materials, however, the electric-dipole 
contribution to the second-order response is restricted due to symmetry reasons, and the 
higher-multipole effects can therefore be significant in the response.   

In the following, we derive the effective nonlinear polarization of bulk isotropic and 
centrosymmetric materials. Beyond the electric-dipole approximation and including the 
magnetic and quadrupole interactions, Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) become [3] 

4 ( )� � �H B M4 (H B 4 (� � 4 ( )	 , (3.3) 
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4 ( )	� � ��� �4 (� � 4 (4 )D E P Q , (3.4) 

where PP , QQ , and MM  are the polarization (electric-dipole density), the quadrupolarization 
(electric quadrudpole density) and the magnetization (magnetic dipole density) of the 
interaction between light and matter, respectively. Combining Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) with the 
macroscopic Maxwell equations (2.12) and considering a monochromatic field, we obtain 
the wave equation for the electric field E describing the radiation at frequency 2ω  

2 2
2

2 2
4 16 ( )

2
ci

c c
� 	�

�
� � � � �� � � ��E E P Q M . (3.5) 

For convenience, we express the polarization P, the quadrupolarization Q and the 
magnetization M as the sum of the linear and nonlinear parts: P=P(1)+PNL, Q=Q(1)+QNL 
and M=M(1)+MNL. The electric displacement and the magnetic field can therefore be 
rewritten as follows 

(1) 4 ( )NL NL	� � ���D D P Q , (3.6) 

(1) 4 NL	� �H H M , (3.7) 

with the linear parts Q(1)=0, (1) (1)4	 �� � �D E P E  and (1) (1) 14	 ��� � �H B M B  for 
isotropic materials, where �  and �  are the complex and frequency-dependent dielectric 
constant and magnetic permeability of the material, respectively. Note that under the 
assumption of an isotropic medium, �  and �  are scalar quantities. Eq. (3.5) then 
becomes   

2 2
2

2 2
4 16 ( )

2
NL NL NLci

c c
� 	���

�
� � � � �� � � ��E E P Q M . (3.8) 

In this expression, the linear response of the materials appears on the left-hand side and 
gives rise to the index of refraction of the materials, whereas the nonlinear response is 
expressed in terms of the effective nonlinear polarization, which is of the form [17,18,33]  

2
eff NL NL NL NLci

�
� � �� � � ��P P Q M .  (3.9) 

Up to first order in the magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interactions, the 
detailed form of the effective nonlinear polarization at frequency 2ω is written as follows 
[33,116,124,126]  

(2 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )eeqeee eem
i ijk j k ijk j k j k lijklP e e e b e e� � � � � � � � � �� � � � ,  (3.10) 
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where ( )�e  and ( )�b  are the electric and magnetic-induction fields at the fundamental 
frequency � , respectively. The contribution from the nonlinear magnetization to the 
nonlinear response is given by 

(2 ) ( ) ( )mee
i ijk j kM e e� � � �� , (3.11) 

and the nonlinear quadrupolarization is given by 

(2 ) ( ) ( )qee
ij k lijklQ e e� � � �� .  (3.12) 

In these equations, the superscripts “e”, “m”, and “q” refer to the electric-dipole, 
magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interactions, respectively. For example, the 
superscript “eem” of the susceptibility tensor eemχ  denotes an interaction where a new 
photon at the second-harmonic frequency 2�  is created through an electric-dipole 
interaction and two photons at the fundamental frequency �  are annihilated due to an 
electric-dipole interaction and a magnetic-dipole interaction. The photon diagrams 
describing SHG for the tensors eeeχ , eemχ , meeχ , eeqχ , and qeeχ  are shown in Fig. 3.1. 

 

 
Figure 3.1. Photon diagrams for the tensors eeeχ , qeeχ , meeχ , eeqχ  and eemχ . The letters e, m, and q 

refer to photons being annihilated (arrow up) or created (arrow down) by electric-dipole, 
magnetic-dipole, and electric-quadrupole interactions, respectively. For the tensor eeqχ  
( eemχ ), for example, the SHG photon created through an electric-dipole interaction is thought 
of as resulting from the annihilation of two fundamental photons: the first due to an 
electric-dipole interaction and the second by a magnetic-dipole (electric-quadrupole) 
interaction.   

 
As indicated in the number of the subscripts, eeeχ , eemχ , and  meeχ  are all third-rank 

tensors. Furthermore, eeeχ  is associated with three polar vectors (electric quantity) while 
eemχ and meeχ  have two of the indices associated with a polar vector and the remaining 

index associated with an axial vector (magnetic quantity). For all spatial transformations, a 
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polar vector transforms as the position vector while an axial vector transforms as the 
position vector only under proper transformations.  There is thus a fundamental difference 
between an electric vector and a magnetic vector, which leads to an opposite sign for each 
component of a polar vector compared with that of an axial vector under any improper 
operation (reflection or inversion) [127]. This result has important consequences for the 
symmetry properties of the various nonlinear tensors. In particular, although the 
electric-dipole tensor eeeχ  vanishes in centrosymmetric materials, the magnetic tensors 

eemχ  and meeχ  do not. 
For isotropic bulk materials, the tensors eemχ and meeχ  have the same nonzero 

susceptibility components and have only one independent component [1,2] 

xyz yzx zxy xzy yxz zyx� � � � � �� � � � � � � � .  (3.13) 

However, the tensor components in Eq. (3.13) are nonzero only for the case of eemχ  
because the last two indices of meeχ  can be freely permuted. This implies that the 
nonlinear magnetization does not contribute to SHG. 

The quadrupole tensors eeqχ  and qeeχ , on the other hand, are fourth-rank tensors, 
where all indices are associated with polar vectors. These tensors therefore behave as the 
traditional electric-dipole-allowed third-order susceptibility tensor (3)χ . Each electric 
quadrupole tensor for isotropic and centrosymmetric media thus has 21 nonvanishing 
components, of which only three are independent [2] 

ijkl xxyy ij kl xyxy ik jl xyyx il jk� � � � � � � � � �� � � .  (3.14) 

In addition, the tensor eeeχ does not contribute to SHG in the bulk of centrosymmetric 
and isotropic materials but it does contribute near the surface with broken symmetry. 

 

3.2 Bulk parameters 

Based on the discussion of Section 3.1, only the tensors eemχ ,  eeqχ , and qeeχ  contribute 
to the effective nonlinear polarization of an isotropic and centrosymmetric bulk material. 
For the case of tensor eemχ , we use Eq. (2.12c) to obtain the magnetic-induction field b at 
the fundamental frequency, combine this with Eq. (3.13) to find that the contribution of 

eemχ  can be expressed as [47,51,52,107,121] 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )eem eem
ijk j k ijk jk il ik jl j k l

ice b e e� � � � � � � � � �
�

� �� � �� � . (3.15) 

For the quadrupolarization contribution to Pi, by replacing the second term in Eq. (3.9) 
with Eq. (3.12), we then obtain 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )qee qee
j ij j k l l j k k j lijkl ijklQ e e e e e e� � � � � � � �� �� � � � � � �� � . (3.16) 

For homogeneous and isotropic materials, the first term in Eq. (3.16) can be neglected 
[33,36]. Comparing the second term in Eq. (3.16) with Eq. (3.15), it is found that the two 
different contributions have the similar form. Rearranging the dummy indices j, k, l of the 
terms in the bracket, we have 

( ) ( ) ( )qee qee
j ij j k liklj ikjlQ e e� � � �� � � � . (3.17) 

Now combining the last term in Eq. (3.10), Eq. (3.15) and Eq. (3.17), the effective bulk 
polarization can be rewritten as 

(2 ) ( ) ( )Qbulk
i j k lijklP e e� � � �� � , (3.18) 

where the generalized multipole tensor Q
ijkl�  is given by 

( )Q eeq qee qeeeem
ijk jk il ik jlijkl ijkl ikjl iklj

ic� � � � � � � � �
�

� �� � � � �� � . (3.19) 

Here, Qχ  is also a fourth-rank tensor and has the properties described by Eq. (3.14). 
Consequently, Eq. (3.18) can be rewritten as 

(2 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )bulk Q Q Q
i xxyy i j j xyxy j i j xyyx j j iP e e e e e e� � � � � � � � � �� � � � � � . (3.20) 

Finally, the effective bulk polarization can be expressed in the vectorial form as 
[25,33-36]  

 !  !  !(2 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ' ( ) ( )bulk � � � � " � � � � �� � � � � � � ��P e e e e e e , (3.21) 

where the three bulk parameters are [34,107] 

eeq qee qee
xxyy xyyx xyxy� � � �� � � , (3.22a) 

1
2 2

eeq qee eemic
xyxy xxyy xyz�" � � �� � � ,  (3.22b) 

' eeq qee qee eemic
xyyx xyxy xyyx xyz�� � � � �� � � � .  (3.22c) 

The first term �  in Eq. (3.21) disappears in the bulk of homogenous media, because 
1( ) ( ) 0� � ��� � � � � �e D  vanishes according to the Maxwell equations. The second term 

"  behaves like a surface response and is always indistinguishable from the surface 
contribution when no surface modifications are made in the experiments. This has been 
demonstrated in several early publications including experiments and theory [33-36,126]. 
The third term '�  is thus the only one separable from the surface response. However, if 
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only a single plane wave is present in the material, this separable bulk contribution '�  will 
also vanish, since ( ) 0� � �e k  for a transverse electromagnetic wave. On the other hand, 
this term will be nonzero when two input beams are incident on the material 
[33,34,36,59,60,107,]. Nevertheless, the separation of the surface and bulk responses to 
SHG has been a long-standing problem in surface nonlinear optics. Recently, Cattaneo 
and Kauranen [59,60] have shown that the surface and bulk contributions can be addressed 
in an unambiguous and quantitative way by detailed polarization measurements of the 
SHG response using the two-beam arrangement. 

 

3.3 Surface parameters 

Although SHG is electric-dipole-forbidden in the bulk of centrosymmetric materials [2], it 
is allowed at the surface or the interface between two such materials. For isotropic 
surfaces, the effective electric-dipole-allowed SHG response can be described by an 
effective surface polarization [32]  

(2 ) : ( ) ( )surface sf� � ��P χ e e , (3.23) 

where e(ω) is the electric field at the fundamental frequency ω and sfχ  is the 
electric-dipole-allowed surface susceptibility tensor. This tensor has in general 27 
complex-valued components, but this number is significantly reduced by the isotropy of 
the surface.   

Isotropic surfaces belong to the symmetry group C∞v, which has the following 
symmetry operations: any rotation about the surface normal and reflection in any plane 
containing the surface normal. It is easy to show that the susceptibility tensor sfχ

 
for 

isotropic surfaces only has three nonvanishing independent components  

sf
zzz� , sf sf

zxx zyyχ χ� , sf sf sf sf
xxz xzx yyz yzyχ χ χ �� � � . (3.24)

 
where z is along the surface normal of the sample. 
 

3.4 Metals 

For an arbitrary material, it is difficult to find more detailed expressions for the 
components of the various tensors. However, it is possible to use reasonably simple 
models to describe the response of metals and to predict their nonlinear response. Noble 
metals consisting of sufficiently small crystallites can be assumed to possess macroscopic 
isotropy and centrosymmetry. Such metals can often be treated as an isotropic electron gas, 
in particular, when the optical frequencies are far from the interband transitions. The early 
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work on the metal nonlinearity was based on the free-electron model developed by 
Bloembergen and Jha [19-21,25]. They showed that the SHG response is generated by two 
parts: one is the bulk term proportional to the Lorentz force; the other is the surface-type 
term due to the variation of the normal component of the electric field at the surface. 
However, their approach cannot be used to describe the region within a few Fermi 
wavelengths of the metal surface, because of both the inversion symmetry breaking of the 
surface and the rapid variation of the normal component of the electric field there. This 
was pointed out by Rudnick and Stern [27], who presented phenomenological arguments 
to estimate the surface and bulk responses at metal surfaces. Detailed discussion of the 
phenomenological parameters, which were introduced by Rudnick and Stern and which 
characterize the surface and bulk currents, has been given by Sipe [53].  

To calculate SHG, Rudnick and Stern used the hydrodynamic equation of motion for 
the velocity field of electrons ( , )tv r( , )v(  given by  
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where p is the quantum pressure 5 3( , ) [ ( , )]p t n t&�r r  with  2 2 3 2(3 ) /(5 )em& 	� 2 /(5 )2
e  [128] 

and ( , )n tr  is the electron number density. By doing a perturbation expansion of all the 
quantities as 
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it is possible to calculate the nonlinear response. This approach was generalized by Sipe 
[53]. Particularly, it was shown that the terms  !( , ) ( , )t t#�v r v r!( , ) ( , )!) ( ,) ( ,! (! ((!v( , ))  and  ( , ) ( , )t t�v r b r, ),( , )v( , )) (((  in 
Eq. (3.25) partly lead to the convective term and the Lorentz-force term of the nonlinear 
response, respectively.  

Most of the theoretical models used to describe SHG of isotropic metal surfaces use 
phenomenological parameters related to the components of the nonlinear susceptibility 
tensor as follows 
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where me is the electron mass, -e is the electron charge, ( )� �  is the actual dielectric 
constant of the metal at the fundamental frequency � , "  is the bulk contribution from the 
Lorentz force, and the components sf

zzz�  and sf
xxz�  are defined to be related to the 

nonlinear polarization and the fundamental electric fields within a few tens of angstroms 
of the surface where the dielectric constant of the medium quickly varies from its bulk 
value to the value in vacuum. All the theoretical models of isotropic metal surfaces agree 
that ( ) 1b � � �  and ( ) 1d � �  but various results are found for ( )a �  due to the 
dependence of the electronic density profile near the surface. 

For isotropic and centrosymmetric materials, it has been demonstrated that the 
expression of the effective bulk nonlinear polarization described by Eq. (3.21) in Section 
3.2 is applicable for all media, such as dielectrics, semiconductors, metals and liquids. 
However, the free-electron models [25,53] used to describe the metal nonlinearity predict 
that the separable bulk contribution '�  vanishes. This is because these models omitted the 
momentum relaxation of the electrons in the hydrodynamic model, and then the 
contributions from convective term and Lorentz force to the separable bulk term cancel 
each other. The quantity "  in Eq. (3.27c) characterizing the bulk current is equivalent to 
the second term in Eq. (3.21). Therefore, the surface and bulk contributions to the 
nonlinear responses of metal cannot always be separated. 

Recently, Sipe has complemented the free-electron model by including a term related 
to momentum damping τ in Eq. (3.25). This yields the following expressions for the bulk 
parameters of Eq. (3.21) 
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where ( )F� �  and ( )F� �  are the linear susceptibilities of the free-electron gas at 
frequencies �  and 2�� � , respectively, and n0 is the equilibrium electron density. They 
are given by  
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When the momentum relaxation of the electrons is taken into account in the hydrodynamic 
equation, the surface parameters are found to be  
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where 0�  is a rather arbitrary complex quantity, which depends on � , and which is  
introduced as a calculational aid. However, its actual value for a real system is seen to 
strongly influence its response.  
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4 Second-harmonic signals from surface and bulk 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are three types of nonlinear responses contributing to 
SHG from centrosymmetric materials. The first is the dipolar surface response due to 
broken centrosymmetry at the surface, the second is the bulk response indistinguishable 
from the surface response, and the third is the bulk response separable from the surface 
response. Both bulk responses arise from magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole effects. 
However, it is difficult to determine the relative importance of the various contributions to 
SHG because the nonlinear susceptibilities characterizing these effects are not directly 
accessible in an experiment. Instead, the measured signals can contain contributions from 
all types simultaneously. On the other hand, the multipole responses cannot be separated 
from the surface response using the traditional single-beam arrangement [35,36]. 
Nevertheless, methods based on the polarization analysis of the SHG fields have been 
developed to determine the susceptibility tensor of the surface layer [108,113-118]. On the 
other hand, when two non-collinear fundamental beams are used [119,120], similar 
polarization techniques allow the surface and bulk responses to be separated [59,60,107]. 
In Section 4.1, we derive the functional forms of the SHG fields driven by the different 
nonlinear responses in the two-beam arrangement. In Section 4.2, we give the detailed 
expressions of all the nonvanishing expansion coefficients that can be measured in 
experiments and discuss the unambiguous and quantitative separation of the different 
multipolar effects for isotropic materials. In Section 4.3, we develop a new calibration 
technique based on two-beam SHG, which is simpler than the traditional ones, to 
determine the absolute values of the nonlinear parameters.  

 

4.1 Detailed theory of two-beam second-harmonic generation 

To develop the theory for two-beam SHG, we consider the geometry of Fig. 4.1, where the 
whole space is divided into three regions: the bulk nonlinear medium (denoted as region 3) 
and two linear media surrounding it (regions 1 and 2). We take the xy-plane as the plane of 
the sample surface, z axis perpendicular to the surface of the sample, and the sample 
occupying the region from z= –D to z=0. It is known that the interaction volume is limited 
by the overlap of two non-collinear input beams with finite size, especially when the 
thickness of the sample is greater than the length of the overlap region. Cattaneo et al. [122] 
have demonstrated that the maximum SHG signal is obtained when the overlap is centered 
at one of the sample surfaces. Therefore, in this Chapter, we consider the situation where 
the overlap of the two input beams is maximized at the top surface of the sample. 
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We again use the notation where the lowercase and uppercase symbols designate the 
quantities evaluated at the fundamental and SHG frequencies, respectively. In addition, 
the general theory of nonlinear optics tells that each medium can contain fields that 
propagate in the upward and downward directions [106]. These components are labeled 
using subscripts “+” and “-”, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 4.1. Fields inside the nonlinear material in two-beam SHG configuration. The system is divided into 

three regions with different refractive indices. Two fundamental beams a and b from region 1 
intersect at the sample and the second-harmonic signal E generated jointly by the two beams is 
detected in reflection and/or transmission. The coordinate system (x, y, z) associated with the 
sample is also shown. 

 

Fundamental fields 

The two fundamental fields are assumed to be monochromatic plane waves. The total 
fundamental field at point r is thus 

( , ) ( , ) ( , )m m m� � �� �e r a r b r , (4.1) 

where the subscript m=1, 2, 3 refers to the region and r=(x, y, z) is the position vector. In 
the following, we derive the detailed form of the fundamental field a inside the material, a 
similar discussion applies to beam b. 

Because of reflections at interfaces, the fundamental field in each region consists of 
the upward and downward parts:   
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where ka is the wave vector with the definition of ˆ ˆ( )a a a a
m m m mn c w( (� � (�k k v z . 

According to the momentum conservation law, the component of ka parallel to the 
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xy-plane is constant, thus the z dependent component of the fundamental field can be 
explicitly separated 

( , ) ( , )
ai

m m z e� � �� v Ra r a , (4.3) 

with R=(x, y). We assume that the fundamental beams propagate in the xz-plane, so that 
the vector av  is along the x direction, and the unit wave vector can be defined as  

ˆ ˆ ˆsin cosa a a
m m m) )( � (k x z .  (4.4) 

The z component of the wave vector is thus given by 

cosa am
m m

nw
c

�
�

) .   (4.5) 

Here, θm corresponds to the actual propagation direction of the fundamental beam only for 
a real refractive index nm but the definition of Eq. (4.4) is valid even for complex nm [106].  

For convenience, we expand the field vector in terms of its p- and s-polarized 
components as 

ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )p a s
m m mma a� � �( ( ((� �a p s ,  (4.6) 

where the s direction is uniquely defined for all beams ( ˆ ˆ� �s y ), and the p direction is in 
the plane of incidence and depends on the propagation direction of each beam 
( ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆcos sina a a a

m m m m) )( (� � � �p s k x zm
a ˆ̂mcos m ˆcoscoscos ). The transformation of the electric field vector 

between the Cartesian and (psk) systems can be expressed as [107,121] 
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We take the input field to be incident from region 1 (usually assumed to be air). 
Because the reflected part of the forward propagating wave at the interface of regions 1 
and 3 cannot go in the nonlinear medium, only the downward wave in region 1 has effects 
on the nonlinear interaction in the nonlinear medium. The fundamental field in air is 
therefore 

11 1 11 ˆ ˆ( , ) [ ( ) ( ) ]
ap iw za sz a a e� � � �

�� �a p s .  (4.8)                          

Since all the nonlinear sources are assumed to be located inside the material, the 
fundamental fields in region 3 drive the nonlinear sources. Their expressions including the 
linear optical properties of the nonlinear medium and multiple reflections can be derived 
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according to the Green function formalism of Sipe [106]. However, in the present case, the 
overlap length of the two fundamental beams is assumed to be much less than the bulk 
sample thickness. Therefore, multiple reflections inside the medium need not be taken into 
account. The total fundamental field in region 3 thus only includes the downward 
propagating wave 

3 3
3 3 1 13( , ) ( ) ( )

a aj j j ajiw z iw za z a e a t e� � �� �� � .   (4.9)  

where the superscript j=p, s and 13
ajt  refers to  the Fresnel transmission coefficient from air 

to the nonlinear medium at the fundamental frequency for beam a. 
 

Surface polarization 

For centrosymmetric materials, the electric-dipole-allowed SHG occurs at the surface 
where the inversion symmetry is necessarily broken [25]. Here, we model the surface 
dipolar contribution to SHG as an infinitely thin nonlinear polarization sheet just inside the 
material, driven by the fields in Eq. (4.9). The surface response generated jointly by the 
two fundamental beams can be described by the polarization [2]  

3 3( )(2 , ) (2 ) (2 , )
a bisf sf sf ie z e� � �� � �� �k k r V RP r P P , (4.10) 

with a b� �V v v  due to the momentum conservation in the xy-plane. The polarization is 
obtained from the fundamental fields as [33,121] 
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where sf
ijk�  are the surface susceptibility tensor components [2]. For isotropic surfaces, the 

nonvanishing and independent components of the susceptibility tensor are given by Eq. 
(3.24). As a result, the Cartesian components of the nonlinear surface source are 

,
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Following the basic notation used for the fundamental fields, the SHG sources in 
region 3 will emit both downward and upward propagating waves, and they can also be 
expanded in terms of the p and s components as  
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3 3 33
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where 3 3 3ˆ ˆ ˆcos sin* *( � �P x z333 ˆ̂̂̂cos 33 , where the propagation angle 3*  of the SHG field is 
[106] 
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To obtain the field components 3 (2 )pE �  and 3 (2 )sE � , the sources Eq. (4.12) must be 
projected into the p and s directions as 3ˆ (2 )sf �( �P P  and ˆ (2 )sf ��s P  [33,121]. We then 
find 
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Finally, it is useful to express these surface sources in terms of the p and s components of 
the fundamental beams as 
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It is reasonable to model the surface source just inside the material as an infinitely thin 
polarization sheet, given in the form  
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where ( )z�  is the Dirac delta function. According to the integration of an equation similar 
to Eq. (2.20), the amplitudes of the SHG fields arising from this polarization sheet in 
region 3 are then 
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with  3 3 32 cos /W N c� *� . 
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Indistinguishable bulk polarization 

For the contribution of the second term in Eq. (3.21), we again focus on the terms that 
depend on both fundamental beams as before. The polarization source has the following 
form  

 ! 3 3( )
3 3(2 , ) ( , ) ( , ) (2 )

a bie" "� " � � � � �� � � � k k rP r e r e r P ,  (4.19) 

where 

  !3 3 3 3ˆ ˆ(2 ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( )a bi k" � " � �� � �P a b k k , (4.20) 

with 3 /k n c�� . 
The p and s components of the bulk nonlinear polarization coming from term "   

projected in (psk) system are then  
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where k(�  is the phase mismatch along z direction, with the definition of 

3 3 3
a bk w w W(� � � (  in reflection and transmission. Clearly, the "  term only contributes 

to the p-polarized SHG field.  
For the two-beam arrangement, the weighting function g(z) [122], which describes the 

overlap of two input beams, needs to be introduced in the wave equation. The effective 
nonlinear polarization from Eq. (4.19) is thus found to be of the form  
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Here, we consider the case where the overlap of the two fundamental beams is centered at 
the top surface of the bulk sample. According to the properties of g(z), which is a smooth, 
real function that  grows from zero to the maximum and then decreases back to zero over 
the overlap region of the two fundamental beams, we have g(0)=1 and g(-D)=0. The 
contribution from "  to SHG is estimated by inserting Eq. (4.22) into the wave equation 
and integrating the region from -D to 0. The p and s components of the SHG fields are then 
found to be of the forms   
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,
3 (2 ) 0sE " ��
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Eq. (4.23a) for the p component is seen to have a form that cannot be distinguished from 
parts of the p component of the surface signal given by Eq. (4.16a). This implies that "  
can always be incorporated into the surface susceptibility tensor by redefining the 
effective surface susceptibility components as [33,35,36] 
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zzz zzz� � "� � , (4.24a) 
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sf
xxz xxz� �� . (4.24c) 

This result thus emphasizes the difficulty of the separation of the surface and bulk 
contributions to the measured SHG signals in experiments that do not allow the surface to 
be modified.  
 

Separable bulk polarization 

Finally, we derive the SHG signals generated by the separable bulk contribution. As 
described in Section 3.2, the contribution of the '�  term to SHG for isotropic and 
centrosymmetric materials is 
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where the polarization amplitude is [60]  
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The projection of this source polarization along the p and s directions yields 
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In the same way as done for the term " , we find that the SHG fields resulting from the 
separable bulk response are then 
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When we take the conservation of the total wave vector along the sample surface, the 
p-polarized SHG field can be rewritten as 

- .3 3 3 33 3 3
3 3

4(2 ) sin( ) cos cos ( ) ( )p, ' p pa b a bi 'kE a b
W N c

� 	��� ) ) ) ) � ��
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This result indicates that the geometrical factors cancel the phase mismatch difference for 
the p-polarized SHG signal between the downward and upward SHG waves. However, 
this does not occur for the s-polarized SHG signals.  
 

4.2 Determination of different multipolar parameters 

Since there are no nonlinear sources outside the region 3, the emitted SHG field in region 1 
consists of the sum of the effective surface and bulk responses in the upward direction. 
However, due to the fact that all sources are very close to the interface between regions 1 
and 3, the total downward propagating SHG signal also has a contribution from reflection 
at the 1-3 interface in addition to the directly downward propagating part. Both parts thus 
contribute to the measured signals in region 2.  

As shown in Eqs. (4.18), (4.23) and (4.28), both the surface dipolar and bulk 
multipolar contributions have the same functional dependence on the fundamental fields. 
The total emitted SHG field is therefore of the form 
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where ijkf  are the nonlinear expansion coefficients that can be determined directly in 
experiments and that depend on the surface and bulk susceptibilities of the material, the 
experimental geometry, and the linear properties of the material.  

When the overlap of two input beams is centered at the front surface of the sample, the 
detailed expressions of the expansion coefficients in the upward (reflected) and downward 
(transmitted) directions are, respectively, found to be 
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where jT  and jR  (j=p, s) refer to the Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients for 
SHG light. 

It is evident that the measurable quantities in a measurement are the expansion 
coefficients ijkf . Performing a series of measurements with proper combinations of the 
fundamental and SHG polarizations allows the determination of the relative values of the 
expansion coefficients. The relative values of the parameters ( zzz� , zxx� , xzx� , and '� ) 
can then be retrieved from Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32). The effective surface and the separable 
bulk contributions to SHG for isotropic and centrosymmetric materials can therefore be 
separated in an unambiguous and quantitative way [59,60].  

An alternative experimental configuration to determine the nonlinear parameters is to 
center the overlap of the two fundamental beams at the back surface of the sample. In this 
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case, a very similar formalism can be developed, although the reflected components of the 
two fundamental beams also play a role in the interaction.  

 

4.3 Calibration of nonlinear coefficients 

As discussed in Section 4.2, the relative values of the nonlinear surface and bulk 
parameters of the sample can be determined on the basis of detailed polarization analysis 
of the generated SHG fields.  However, their absolute magnitudes play a key role in 
determining the conversion efficiency and threshold of nonlinear devices and in 
comparing experiments to theoretical models of multipolar nonlinearities.  Traditionally, 
the absolute magnitudes of the nonlinear coefficients of materials have been calibrated 
using absolute or relative methods.  

The most common methods for absolute measurements are phase-matched SHG by 
Boyd-Kleinman analysis [129-131], optical parametric fluorescence (PF) developed by 
Byer and Harris [132], and noncritically phase-matched difference-frequency generation 
[133]. These methods are based on the measurements of the absolute fundamental and 
SHG powers. These techniques cannot be applied for isotropic materials and also have 
some disadvantages even for anisotropic materials. In addition, there are experimental 
difficulties of practical type in accurate determination of the absolute powers of the fields 
and their relation to the mode structure of the beams. These factors have limited the 
accuracy of the second-order nonlinear coefficients measured by absolute methods. Hence, 
the relative methods are usually favored in practice. 

The most commonly used relative technique is the Maker-fringe  method  which is 
based  on  analyzing the  experimentally  generated  “bright” and “dark” second-harmonic 
fringes [Eq. (2.26)] as the thickness of the nonlinear material is varied [134]. Two 
experimental variations have been developed. One is based on the rotation of a plane 
parallel slab about an axis perpendicular to the beam propagation direction (Fig. 4.2a), the 
other involves the translation of a wedge-shaped crystal along an axis perpendicular to the 
beam propagation direction (Fig. 4.2b). The detailed theory of the rotational Maker-fringe 
method including multiple reflections and beam size corrections was first developed by 
Jerphagnon and Kurtz [135] for nonabsorbing isotropic and uniaxial crystals, and then a 
revised theory for birefringent or absorbing materials was developed by Herman and 
Hayden [136] and Lim et al. [137]. The rotational Maker-fringe method is complicated 
due to multiple reflections from the two parallel surfaces of the sample. An alternative 
wedge technique, which produces a periodic pattern of interference maxima and minima 
of the intensity of SHG signal, has been disscussed by Chemla and Kupecek [138]. 
Although the data treatment of the wedge method is quite easy and straightforward, 
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multiple reflections of fundamental and SHG beams inside the sample can still be a 
problem in the theoretical treatment, particularly when the fundamental light is normally 
incident on the sample. Due to the complexity of Maker fringe, a separated-beam SHG 
method [139,140], which can eliminate fringe analysis by using a thick crystal sample 
with a large wedge angle, has been developed.  

     

    
Figure 4.2. Experimental setup and results of Maker-fringe methods. (a) Plane parallel slab rotation. (b) 

Wedge translation.   

 
However, these calibration methods have limited application in the investigation of 

thin films on the substrate since wedge-shaped thin film samples are difficult to fabricate. 
In fact, there are many materials available only in thin film form grown on highly 
absorbing materials or opaque substrates. Both Maker-fringe and separated-beam SHG 
methods are normally limited to measure the transmitted SHG signal and not feasible to 
characterize the nonlinearity of thin films. A solution to this problem is reflected SHG 
described by Bloembergen [25] and Heinz [33], whose theories are valid for surfaces with 
broken inversion symmetry and interfaces between two centrosymmetric materials. 
Several experimental methods have been designed to determine the second-order 
nonlinear susceptibilities of thin films: the thickness variation method [141,142], the 
reflected second-harmonic ellipsometry [143] and the polarization measurement of SHG 
[144], for which theoretical analysis is based on the formalism of Green functions by Sipe 
[106]. This method is in principle simple and reliable but limited to thin films. 

 

Two-beam SHG calibration method 

The absolute and relative calibration methods mentioned above are traditionally based on 
the single-beam SHG arrangement. In Section 3.2, we showed that the separable bulk 
contribution of isotropic and centrosymmetric materials does not contribute to the 
measured SHG signals when the fundamental field is a single plane wave. The two-beam 
technique therefore becomes the required tool.  If the overlap length of two input beams is 
then much larger than the sample thickness, Maker-fringe modulation of the SHG output 
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is also observed when the sample thickness is varied [63]. However, no modulation occurs 
for a sample whose thickness extends beyond the end of the interaction volume of the two 
input beams. In particular, the generated SHG signal vanishes when the overlap is deeply 
localized in the bulk. On the contrary, a maximum SHG signal, which is one half of the 
maximum of the Maker fringe is observed when the overlap is centered at one of the 
surfaces of the medium. These results are valid for all bulk materials, with or without 
inversion centre. The two-beam technique thus produces a signal which can easily be 
correlated with the Maker-fringe technique and overcomes the problems mentioned in a 
single-beam configuration. Furthermore, the SHG signal generated jointly by two 
fundamental beams is spatially separated and can be monitored in both reflection and 
transmission.  

To calibrate the absolute magnitude of the second-harmonic response of our samples, 
we thus consider a thick crystal as reference for the two-beam technique. The theoretical 
model of this new calibration method is also based on polarization analysis of SHG in the 
reference crystal, which should be noncentrosymmetric and with known properties. Other 
than that, we can use the same notation as in Section 4.2.  

Here, we consider as reference bulk crystalline quartz, which belongs to symmetry 
point group D3 [2]. It has four independent susceptibility tensor components defined in the 
proper crystal coordinate system:  

XXX XYY YYX YXY� � � �� � � � � � ,   (4.33a) 

XYZ YXZ� �� � ,   (4.33b) 

XZY YZX� �� � ,   (4.33c) 

ZXY ZYX� �� � .     (4.33d) 

For SHG, the last two indices of the susceptibility components can be freely exchanged, 
and only the components XXX� =0.80 pm/V and XYZ� =0.017 pm/V are nonzero. 

It is necessary to transform the susceptibility tensor components from the crystal 
system into the laboratory coordinate system. The transformation of the tensor 
components between the crystal system (XYZ) and laboratory system  (xyz where the z-axis 
is along the surface normal of the sample) can be expressed as 

(2) (2)
iI jJ kK IJKijk

IJK
R R R� �� � .  (4.34) 

For a X-cut quartz reference crystal, the crystal X axis corresponds to the z-axis of the 
laboratory system (Fig. 4.3). The rotation matrix is therefore 
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0 cos sin
: 0 sin cos

1 0 0

xX xY xZ

yX yY yZ

zX zY zZ

R R R
R R R

R R R

/ /
/ /

� � � �
$ % $ %� � �$ % $ %
$ % $ %� �� �

R .  (4.35) 

where /  is the rotation angle between the crystallographic axis and the laboratory axis.  
 

 
Figure 4.3. Geometries of the XYZ (crystal) and xyz (lab) coordinate systems. Left: xz plane (plane of 

incidence); Right: xy plane (the surface of the sample).  

 

For crystalline quartz, SHG arises mainly from the electric-dipole-allowed bulk 
nonlinearity. Due to the birefringence of quartz, the refractive index of the light depends 
on its polarization state. Here, we consider p (s) polarization state of the light 
corresponding to the ordinary (extraordinary) light. It is important to note that there is no 
s-polarized SHG signal generated for 0/ �

y
. The nonvanishing expansion coefficients for 

the reflected (R, region 1) and transmitted (T, region 2) signals are then found to be  
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where No denotes the refractive index of the ordinary light at second-harmonic frequency 
(p-polarized SHG light), the phase mismatch k(�  and the propagation angle Θ of the 
SHG beams are given by the momentum conservation  along the surface, respectively 

3 3 3 3 3 3( cos cos 2 cos )a a b b ok n n N
c
� ) ) *( � � (Δ ,  (4.38) 
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3
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2
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o
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N
) )

*
�

� .  (4.39) 

Here, the refractive indices of the fundamental beams in Eqs. (4.38) and (4.39) must be 
chosen according to their individual polarizations.  

Combining Eqs. (4.31) and (4.36) or Eqs. (4.32) and (4.37), it is found that the 
absolute magnitudes of the susceptibilities can be determined by measuring the ratio of the 
SHG intensities between the experimental sample and the reference crystal and by 
normalizing the results by the intensities of two fundamental beams in the two 
measurements.  

In this Thesis, we have used two different experimental configurations for calibration 
[Paper III]. One depends on the strong nonvanishing component XXX�  of quartz where 
the two fundamental beams have the same polarization (p-polarized). The other relies on 
the weak component XYZ�  of quartz where the polarizations of the two input beams are 
orthogonal. For the latter situation, when the p-polarized fundamental field is normally 
incident, the SHG signal is only sensitive to the component XYZ� . This allows to directly 
calibrate the separable bulk parameter of isotropic and centrosymmetric materials against 
quartz. However, extreme care is required in the alignments of the s polarization of the 
input beam and the Z-axis of quartz in the laboratory system, because any small angle 
between these two directions introduces a contribution from the strong tensor component 

XXX� .  
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5 Experiments 
In the previous Chapter, we have theoretically shown that for isotropic and 
centrosymmetric materials, the directly-measurable expansion coefficients are linear 
combinations of several components of the effective surface susceptibility tensor and the 
separable bulk parameter. In this Chapter, we first introduce the experimental samples 
used in the measurements, and then describe the single- and two-beam experimental 
geometries used to determine the expansion coefficients. We also discuss how the relative 
values of all the expansion coefficients are retrieved from a series of measurements in a 
two-beam experimental arrangement. 
 
5.1  Samples 
The samples used in Paper I were Langmuir-Blodgett films [145] of Terthiophene- 
vinylbenzoate (TSe, Fig.5.1a). TSe is an asymmetric molecule with a conjugated 
π-electron bridge, and is therefore expected to have a large second-order nonlinear optical 
response. The absorption spectrum of TSe embedded in octadecyl amine (ODA) has a 
maximum at 270 nm, and it is thus transparent at 1064 nm and 532 nm, which correspond 
to the fundamental and SHG wavelengths used in the experiments, respectively. TSe/ODA 
is found to form ordered head-to-tail (Z-type) LB films (Fig.5.1b) up to at least 50 
molecular layers on BK7 glass substrates. The molecules have no preferred direction in 
the plane of the film but have net orientation along the surface normal of the substrate. The 
films therefore belong to the symmetry group C∞v. 
 

  
Figure 5.1. (a) Structure of the TSe molecule and (b) The geometry of Z-type LB films. The molecular 

hyperpolarizability tensor of TSe is dominated by a single component along the charge transfer 
axis. When embedded in an inactive octadecyl amine matrix, TSe forms Z-type LB films up to 
at least 50 molecular layers. 

 
Fused silica is a high purity synthetic amorphous silicon dioxide or a glassy form of 

quartz. BK7 optical glass (borosilicate crown glass) is similar to fused silica except for 
additives present. Both are glassy media, which have transmission range from the 
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ultraviolet to the far infrared region of the spectrum and are very homogeneous and 
isotropic in morphology. Their good transparency and weak nonlinearity make them 
applicable in surface nonlinear optics as solid deposition substrates. As these materials 
possess inversion symmetry, they provide interesting basic samples to investigate 
higher-multiple contributions to the nonlinearity of isotropic materials. A 5-mm thick 
BK7 glass plate and a 10-mm thick fused silica plate were used as experimental samples in 
Papers II and III.  

Noble metals can often be treated as an isotropic free-electron gas, and continuous 
films of such metals are also interesting samples to study the possible multipole origin of 
the metal nonlinearity. The sample in Paper IV was a 150-nm thick gold film sputtered 
onto a glass substrate by RF magnetron sputtering. Gold has large absorption at both the 
fundamental and SHG frequencies when the source of fundamental light is a laser at the 
wavelength of 1064 nm. The thickness of a gold film can thus be assumed to be infinite 
when it is sufficiently thick that no appreciable fundamental light is transmitted through 
the sample. This is equivalent to the case where the thickness of the sample used in the 
experiment is much larger than the whole length of the interaction volume of the two input 
beams. A 20-nm thick gold film was also prepared by the same method and used in Paper 
V to study the relative importance of surface and bulk effects for metal films of different 
thicknesses. The gold films used in our experiments are isotropic and homogeneous in the 
plane of the glass slide, as verified by doing measurements at different azimuthal 
orientations and scanning of the surface area of the samples. 
 

5.2 Experimental setup 

Our experimental methods are based on collecting detailed information on the polarization 
dependence of the SHG response. The source of fundamental light for SHG was either a 
diode-pumped, Q-switched Nd:YAG nanosecond laser or a pulsed Nd:YAG picosecond 
laser. For the ns laser, the pulse energy was 40 mJ, the pulse duration 8 ns, and the pulse 
repetition 100 Hz, whereas these parameters were about 0.15 mJ, 60 ps and 1000 Hz for 
the ps laser, respectively. The wavelength of both lasers was 1064 nm, and the generated 
second-harmonic light occurs thus at the wavelength of 532 nm. Since the laser output in 
our experiments was s-polarized, the combination of a multiple-order half-wave plate 
(HWP) and a p-polarized calcite Glan polarizer (extinction ratio ~4×10−6) was placed in 
the beginning of the optical path to clean the polarization and to control the power of the 
laser beam. For our purposes, the laser was assumed to be monochromatic.   

In the single-beam setup (Fig. 5.2) [Paper I], the fundamental beam was applied to the 
sample at the incident angle of 45°. A 50 cm-focal-length lens was used to make the beam 
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weakly focused to a spot size of approximately 0.5 mm at the sample. This spot size is 
sufficiently small to achieve the separation of its reflections from the front and back 
surfaces of the glass substrate. Weak focusing was also useful to increase the SHG signal. 

The common approach to determine the complex-valued components of the expansion 
coefficients is based on continuous measurements of the SHG signal as a function of the 
polarization of the incident beam. The previously-cleaned polarization state of the 
fundamental beam was modulated by rotating a zero-order quarter-wave plate (QWP). A 
long-wavelength-pass filter before the sample blocked the SHG light generated by the 
preceding optical components. In addition, the SHG light was isolated from the laser with 
a short-wavelength-pass filter. Since the SHG intensity generated by the sample was in 
general weak, we used a photomultiplier tube (PMT) with an interference filter, whose 
pass band is centered around 532 nm, to detect the SHG signal in transmission and/or 
reflection.  
 

 
Figure 5.2. Experimental setup for single-beam SHG. HWP, multiple-order half-wave plate; P, polarizer; 

BT, beam traps, M, mirror; L, lens; QWP, zero-order quarter-wave plate; VP, variable-angle 
polarizer or analyzer; F, IR-pass or VIS-pass filter; PMT, photomultiplier tube.  

 
In the case of two-beam geometry (Fig. 5.3), a fused silica beamsplitter, which has a 

constant reflection to transmission ratio of 50:50 over the 700-1100 nm wavelength range, 
was used to split the laser beam into two beams. One of the input beams was called the 
control beam, which was linearly polarized with a variable-angle calcite Glan polarizer 
and its polarization was always kept fixed during each measurement. The other was the 
probe beam, which was first p-polarized with a calcite Glan polarizer and then a zero-order 
QWP continuously modulated its polarization. 
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The control and probe beams were of nearly the same intensity and were applied on the 
same spot of the sample. Great care was taken to keep the two beams in the same plane of 
incidence with respect to the sample. The SHG signal generated jointly by the control and 
probe beams in the reflected and/or transmitted direction was monitored continuously 
while the polarization of the probe beam was varied by rotating a quarter-wave plate. 
Since the SHG beam and the two fundamental beams were spatially separated, it was not 
necessary to use the wavelength filters in the setup as in the traditional single-beam setup. 
Furthermore, a variable-angle analyzer was inserted before the PMT to detect the different 
polarization components of the SHG light.  

 

 
Figure 5.3. Experimental setup for two-beam SHG. HWP, multiple-order half-wave plate; P, polarizer; BT, 

beam traps; M, mirror; L, lens; BS, beam splitter; QWP, zero-order quarter-wave plate; VP, 
variable-angle polarizer or analyzer; PMT, photomultiplier tube. An adjustable prism is placed 
in the optical path of the control beam to adjust the delay and synchronize the pulse with that of 
the probe beam.  

 
The main goal of this Thesis was to separate the surface and bulk contributions to the 

measured SHG signals and to determine the values of the respective nonlinear parameters. 
This requires an experimental arrangement with the two non-collinear fundamental beams. 
In addition, the thickness of the used sample must be longer than half of the overlap length 
of the two input beams. This is usually achieved by using a rather short focal-length lens to 
decrease the spot size of the input beams or by using a large angle between the control and 
probe beams. When the ps laser was used as the source of fundamental light, an adjustable 
prism was placed in the optical path of the control beam to adjust its delay and to 
synchronize its pulse with that of the probe beam. For the ns laser, this was not needed, 
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because the pulses of the control and probe beams can easily be made sufficiently 
simultaneous at the sample. 

For all the SHG measurements, the initial state of polarization of the beams was 
p-polarized linear, because this polarization is in the plane of incidence and thus very easy 
to align and calibrate in the laboratory.   

 

5.3 Data analysis 
Isotropic and centrosymmetric materials have four nonvanishing and independent 
nonlinear parameters: three of them are responsible for the surface response and one is the 
separable bulk response. To determine all these parameters, the arrangement with two 
fundamental beams must be used. The parameters themselves cannot be determined 
directly from the experimental measurements, but they can be extracted from the 
measurable expansion coefficients by detecting a number of different combinations of the 
polarizations of the control and SHG beams and using a proper theoretical model. 

The relative expansion coefficients are determined by recording continuously the SHG 
signal as a function of the polarization of the fundamental beams. Here, we take two-beam 
geometry as an example to describe how to retrieve all the expansion coefficients. In a 
measurement, the polarization of the control beam (a) is fixed and the polarization state of 
the probe beam (b) is continuously varied by rotating a quarter-wave plate.  A given SHG 
signal generated jointly by the two fundamental beams is then always of the functional 
form 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 23 1 1
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 28 8 8

1 1
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 22 4

(2 ) ( ) ( ) ( )cos(4 )

( )sin(2 ) ( )sin(4 )

I ω � � � � � � � � 0

� � � � 0 � � � � 0

� � � � � � � �

� � � �
, (5.1) 

where 0  is the rotation angle of the quarter-wave plate and the subscripts 1 and 2 are the 
real and imaginary parts of the expansion coefficients �  and �  from Eq. (2.29). The 
form of Eq. (2.29) also implies that the SHG intensity does not provide any information 
about the absolute phase of the coefficients �  and � . For simplicity, one of the 
expansion coefficients in Eq. (5.1) can therefore be normalized to unity. In addition, the 
expression of Eq. (5.1) has been scaled uniformly to remove the explicit dependence of the 
result on the intensity of the fundamental field. 

We showed in Section 4.2 that there are four nonvanishing expansion coefficients 
( pppf , pssf , spsf , and sspf ) for isotropic and centrosymmetric materials. According to 
the most natural choices of the polarization states of the fundamental and SHG beams, 
such as p polarization, s polarization, and (p±s) polarizations (which are linearly-polarized 
at ±45º with respect to the plane of incidence), the convenient polarization combinations 
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of the control beam and the SHG signal beam are shown in Table 5.1. Since the detected 
SHG intensity from each independent measurement is only sensitive to the relative phase 
of the expansion coefficients, only the first four independent measurements listed in Table 
5.1 are sufficient to determine all the four expansion coefficients (Paper II and Paper III). 
For example, the expansion coefficients sspf , pssf  and spsf  are determined by 
combining measurements of type 2 and type 4. Then a measurement of either type 1 or 
type 3 allows to determine the coefficinet pppf . The quality of the measured data can be 
checked by comparing the two independent values of pppf  from these measurements. 

As two-beam SHG is also used as a new technique to calibrate the absolute values of 
the nonlinear coefficients of the materials, the last four measurements listed in Table 5.1 
proved to be useful in Papers III and IV.  
 
Table 5.1 Convenient polarization combinations of control and SHG beams in the two-beam geometry 

and the nonvanishing expansion coefficients determined for isotropic and centrosymmetric 
materials. 

 

 measurements polarization of 
control beam 

polarization of 
SHG beam  

expansion coefficients 

j�  j�  

1 p±s p pppf  pssf(  

2 p±s s sspf  spsf(  

3 p p±s pppf  spsf(  

4 s p±s sspf  pssf(  

5 p p pppf   

6 p s  spsf  

7 s p  pssf  

8 s s sspf   
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6 Results and conclusions 
In the present Chapter, we will briefly discuss our experimental results and present the 
conclusions obtained from the results. These issues are discussed in more detail in the 
enclosed original publications.  
 

6.1 Uniqueness of expansion coefficients  

Although the susceptibility tensor of the material is not directly accessible in an 
experiment, it can be extracted from the measurable expansion coefficients, which are 
linear combinations of the components of the tensor. The approach to determine the 
relative values of the complex-valued expansion coefficients is based on continuous 
measurements of the SHG signals as a function of the polarization of the incident beam 
and using p-polarized input beam before QWP. It has been previously shown that the 
expansion coefficients in Eq. (2.27) are uniquely determined [112]. However, we have 
shown [Paper I] that the uniqueness proof is limited to the case where the sample or the 
experimental setup is chiral. For an achiral sample with vC1  symmetry, there are only 
three nonvanishing expansion coefficients pppf , pssf , and spsf  [119]. Since the 
s-polarized SHG signal provides no information about the relative expansion coefficients, 
we thus focus on the p-polarized component of the SHG signal depending on the 
coefficients pppf  and pssf .  

All the measurements were performed in the single-beam setup as described in 
Section 5.2 where the beam before the QWP is referred as the initial beam. The 
experimental data for different initial polarizations are shown in Fig.6.1 and the fitted 
values of the relative coefficients are listed in Table 6.1. 

 
Table 6.1. Fitted relative values of the complex expansion coefficients fppp and fpss for p-polarized 

second-harmonic detection under the use of p-, s-, (p+s)- and (p-s)-polarized light as an initial 
beam [Paper I].  The coefficient fppp is normalized to unity. The first and second terms in the 
bracket in column 2 denote the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients fpss, respectively. 

 
 
 

polarization of  
the initial beam 

initial values of   
fpss  

fit values of  fpss  
( fppp=1) 

p 
(0.1, 0.1) 0.1358+i0.0042 

(2.0, 0.1) 1.8642+i0.0042 

s 
(2.0, 0.1) -0.1976+i0.0107 

(0.1, 0.1) 0.1417+i0.0055 

p+s arbitrary 0.1460+i0.0052 

p-s arbitrary 0.1412+i0.0039 
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Figure 6.1. The normalized p-polarized SHG intensity as a function of the rotation angle of QWP for p-, s-, 

(p+s)- and (p-s)-polarized initial light. The dots are the original experimental data; the 
black-solid and gray-dashed lines are fit curves with different initial values of the fit 
coefficients. For the two upper plots, the black-solid and gray-dashed lines are two completely 
overlapping fit curves representing different sets of expansion coefficients. 

 
From Table 6.1, we find that the p and s initial polarizations lead to two equally good 

fits, i.e., the coefficients cannot be determined uniquely. On the other hand, when the 
polarization of the initial beam is (p±s), the results indicate that they lead to unique 
expansion coefficients. Furthermore, the obtained values of pssf  from four measurements 
are found to be close to each other, which suggest that a more reliable value of pssf  could 
be obtained by combining the results for a number of different choices of the initial 
polarization. 
 

6.2 Suppression of the bulk second-harmonic signal  

The discussion in Section 3.2 shows that the separable bulk term �'  only contributes to the 
measured SHG signal in the geometry with two fundamental beams. However, the 
nonlinear interaction has always a significant phase mismatch when two non-collinear 
fundamental fields are used. In addition, a finite interaction volume is also introduced by 
two input beams with finite transverse sizes. Especially, a maximum bulk response is 
observed when the overlap of two input beams is much less than the thickness of the 
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sample and centered at one of the sample surfaces. On the contrary, the bulk signal is 
strongly suppressed by a factor of (lc/L)2 when the overlap is located deep in the bulk, 
where L is the length of the overlap of two input beams and lc is the coherence length of the 
nonlinear interaction [122].  

The amplitude of the bulk SHG field is found to be proportional to the following 
integral over the interval [–D, 0] 

0 1( ) (0)i k z'
D

E g z e dz g
i k

�
�

(� �
( � (

� � �� , (6.1) 

where g(0) is the value of the weighting function g(z) at z=0, D is the sample thickness and 
the signs “+” and “-“ denote the reflected and transmitted directions, respectively. The 
behavior of the bulk response can thus be characterized by translating the finite overlap 
across the interface of the sample.  

We used a 10-mm thick fused silica plate to record the SHG intensity in transmission 
as a function of the relative position of the maximum overlap with respect to the top 
surface of the sample (Fig. 6.2). In the experiment, the laser output is collimated to a spot 
size of ~1.5 mm, and the angles of incidence for control and probe beams were θa=61º and 
θb=30º, respectively. Therefore, the length of the overlap was estimated to be L≈6 mm and 
the coherence lengths were R

cl =0.1 μm (reflection) and T
cl =8.7 μm (transmission). It is 

obvious that the interaction length of the two input beams is much less than the thickness 
of the sample used. 
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Figure 6.2. SHG intensity as a function of the relative position z’ of the maximum of the weighting 

function g(z) with respect to the front surface of a fused silica plate.  

 
Clearly, the intensity of the recorded SHG signal reproduces the shape of the smooth 

weighting function g(z), which increase from zero to the maximum in the front half of the 
overlap volume and  then decreases to zero again in the back half. Furthermore, since the 
value of /T

cl L ≈1.34×10-3 is much less than the unity, when the overlap is located deeply 
inside fused silica, the bulk SHG signal vanishes. The suppression of the bulk signal is 
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explained by the destructive interference of the signals from the two halves of the 
interaction volume, for which the interaction in the first (second) half is gradually turned 
on (off) [122]. 

From Fig. (6.2), we find that a maximum bulk response is observed when the overlap 
of two input beams is centered at one of the sample surfaces. The results apply to all media, 
with or without inversion symmetry, provided that the sample thickness is much greater 
than the overalp length of the two input beams. 

 
6.3 Determination of the nonlinear parameters 
In Chapter 4, we theoretically demonstrated that each measurable expansion coefficient 
always includes contributions from several effective tensor components and can be 
expressed as their linear combination. When the polarization of the control beam is fixed, 
the individual SHG measurements shown in Table 5.1 provide information on two relative 
expansion coefficients at most. However, the relative values of the expansion coefficients 
are uniquely determined in each measurement. In principle, combining measurements of 
type 2 with the theoretical fitting function of Eq. (5.1) can provide information on the 
relative parameters of  sspf  and spsf , i.e., the relative values of components xxz�  and '�  
[Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32)] are determined. In a similar way, the relative coefficients sspf  and 

pssf  from measurement of type 4 will then yield the component zxx� . Finally, the 
parameter zzz�  is obtained by doing a measurement of type 1 or type 3. As a consequence, 
the two independent values of zzz�  can be used to check the quality of the measured data. 
For simplicity, the nonvanishing expansion coefficients are retrieved by measuring types 1 
to 4 independently and by fitting them simultaneously.  

In the measurements, the overlap of the two input beams is placed at the top surface of 
the sample. The experimental data for the 10-mm-thick fused silica plate [Paper III] and 
the 150-nm-thick gold film [Paper IV] are shown in Fig. 6.3. We fit all the experimental 
data by using a theoretical model including both the surface and bulk contributions. It is 
evident that all data are fitted very well with the model. Compared to the corresponding 
theoretical values derived based on the Green function formulism, the relative values of 
the surface and bulk nonlinear parameters were determined (Table 6.2). We conclude that 
we achieved the separation of the surface and bulk contributions to the measured SHG 
signal for isotropic and centrosymmetric materials in an unambiguous and quantitative 
way.   
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Figure 6.3. SHG intensities as a function of the rotation angle of QWP. The black dots, red squares, green 

up-pointing triangles and blue down-pointing triangles are the data for (p±s, s), (p±s, p), (p, 
p±s), and (s, p±s) for fused silica (a) and gold film (b), respectively. The lines correspond to a 
simultaneous fit of all data to a model with both surface and bulk contributions. 

 
Table 6.2. Relative and absolute values of the susceptibility components for fused silica [Papers II and III] 

and 150-nm thick gold film [Paper IV].  

 
The absolute magnitudes of the nonlinear parameters (Table 6.2) were calibrated by 

using the technique described in Section 4.3 [Papers III and IV]. We used a proper 
polarization combination of the two fundamental beams and their fixed input intensities 
and then determined the ratio of the SHG intensities from the experimental sample and the 
nonlinear reference crystal, i.e., Isample/Ireference=׀fijk/Fijk2׀ where the coefficients fijk and Fijk 
are given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Since we can freely choose different combinations of the 
polarizations of the input beams in the two-beam geometry, the theoretical analysis is 
simpler than for most of the traditional calibration methods. For example, it is only 
necessary to replace the unknown sample to the reference crystal while everything else can 
be kept fixed, unlike in the Maker-fringe method where the samples need to be rotated or 
translated. We also note that this calibration method can also be extended to calibrate the 
bulk dipolar response of noncentrosymmetric crystals. In spite of the advantages of the 
new calibration method, its accuracy remained rather low in the present, first application. 

parameters 

fused silica gold film (only magnitude) 

relative 
values 

absolute values (10-22 m2/V) relative 
values 

absolute values (10-14 m2/V) 

Cal. with XXX�  Cal. with XYZ�  Cal. with XXX�  Hydrodynamic model 
(with damping) 

sf
xxz�  1 7.89 12.15 3.6 26.9  

sf
zxx� "�  0.48 3.78 5.80 1 8.2 3.7 
sf
zzz� "�  7.47 58.6 90.0 250 1908  

'�  0.99 7.81 11.98 2.7 17.8 0.85 
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When the nonlinear medium is transparent at both the fundamental and SHG 
wavelengths, theoretical grounds suggest that eeq eeq

xyxy xyyx� ��  and qee qee qee
xxyy xyxy xyyx� � �� �  

in Eq. (3.22). We then find that the magnetic-dipole (electric-quadrupole) character of the 
bulk contribution leads to the relationship of 2'� "2 �  ( 2'� "2 ), i.e., the ratio of the 
inseparable and separable bulk parameters obtained in measurements can be used to 
address the origin of the bulk response of the materials. The fused silica sample is 
transparent at both wavelengths in our experiments, and the surface susceptibility should 
therefore fulfill the Kleinman symmetry, i.e., sf sf

xxz zxx� �� . This assumption leads to the 
result 0.5 '" �2 � , which suggests that the bulk contribution of fused silica has 
magnetic-dipole, rather than electric-quadrupole, character [Paper II].  

For metal film, an improved hydrodynamic model including momentum relaxation of 
electrons was summarized in Section 3.4 and provides new predictions for the bulk 
parameters "  and '�  given in Eq. (3.28). The results in Table 6.1 show that the measured 
magnitudes "  and '�   are larger by factors of about 2.2 and 20 compared to theory, 
respectively. The large difference arises from the sensitivity of the bulk nonlinear 
coefficients to the parameters of the model. By evaluating the contributions of individual 
susceptibility tensor components to the measured SHG signals, we find that the surface 
contributions dominate the metal nonlinearity and that the pure bulk component '�  makes 
only a minor contribution. This is in a good agreement with the earlier results obtained at 
metal surfaces.  

 
6.4 Comparison of surface and bulk effects  
In Section 4.1, we showed that only the bulk parameter '�  for isotropic and 
centrosymmetric materials is distinguishable from the surface response and its 
contribution to the measured SHG is proportional to Eq. (6.1).  Because the 
phase-mismatch in the nonlinear process is different in transmission and reflection, the 
ratio of two bulk signal amplitudes is ' '/ / /T R

c cE E k k l l� � � �� � � �� �  where R
cl  and T

cl  
are the coherence lengths in reflection and transmission, respectively. This suggests that 
the contribution of '�  in transmission is much greater than in reflection. However, this is 
only valid for the s-polarized SHG signals because the phase mismatch difference for the 
p-polarized SHG signals in transmission and reflection is cancelled by the experimental 
geometric factor, as given in Eq. (4.29). 

 The s-polarized SHG fields from the dipolar surface contribution Eq. (4.16b) and the 
pure bulk contribution Eq. (4.27b) can be rewritten as  

, 1

1

sin(2 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
sin

b
s sf p s s p

xxz aE a b a b)
� � � � 3 � �

)
� � �

� �$ %
$ %� �

, (6.2) 
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, (2 ) ' ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )s ' p s s pE a b a b� � � � � 3 � �� � �� �� � , (6.3)  

where 1
a)  and 1

b)  are the angles of incidence of the fundamental beams in air, and ( )ja �  
and ( )jb �  (j=p, s) are the amplitudes of the fundamental fields, which can be located 
outside (κ=1) or inside ( 13 1313 13( )bp apas bst t t t3 � ) the medium. The tensor components xxz�  in 
Eq. (6.2) and '�  in Eq. (6.3) thus appear only as overall scaling factors. The surface 
response is therefore completely specified by the two incident angles while the separable 
bulk effect does not depend on the experimental geometry. The two contributions thus 
have a very different dependence on the polarizations of the fundamental beams, 
especially for 1

a)  and 1
b)   having the same sign.  

The separation of surface and bulk responses is fundamentally based on their different 
symmetry properties. In addition, the susceptibilities can be defined equally well using the 
fundamental fields and the nonlinear polarization inside or outside the nonlinear medium. 
It therefore appears that using Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) on the basis of external or internal fields 
is equally justified. Therefore, it should always be possible to fit the measured s-polarized 
SHG signals by a superposition of surface and bulk effects, which is of the form  

, 1

1

sin(2 ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
sin

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

b
s total sf p s s p

a

bulk p s s p

E A a b a b

A a b a b

)
� � � 3 � �

)

� � 3 � �

� � �
� �$ %

$ %� �
� �� �� �

. (6.4) 

This allows a direct method to estimate the relative importance of the surface Asf and bulk 
Abulk contributions.  

We used the 10-mm-thick fused silica plate as an example to investigate the 
contribution of the bulk response in the transmitted and reflected directions. In the 
measurements, the control beam was p+s polarized, and the polarization state of the probe 
beam was continuously modulated by the QWP, the incident angles of the two input beams 
were the same as in Section 6.3, and the transmitted and reflected SHG signals (Fig. 6.4) 
were recorded simultaneously. The coherence lengths in transmission and reflection are 
estimated to be T

cl =8.7 μm and R
cl =0.1 μm, respectively, i.e., /T R

c cl l  =87. The measured 
ratio of the transmitted and reflected bulk contributions to SHG was found to be 97 in 
amplitude. This is in a good agreement with the phase matching considerations. The 
results also show that the contribution from '�  term in reflection is much weaker than that 
in transmission.  
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Figure 6.4. The s-polarized SHG intensity of fused silica as a function of the rotation angle of QWP. (a) 

Transmission. (b) Reflection. The data are fitted to surface-only models based on external (red 
dashed line) and internal (blue dashed line) fields and a model with both surface and bulk 
contributions (black solid line).  
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Figure 6.5. The s-polarized reflected SHG intensity as a function of the rotation angle of QWP. (a) 20-nm 

gold film. (b) 150-nm gold film. The data are fitted to surface-only models based on external 
(red dashed line) and internal (blue dashed line) fields and a model with both surface and bulk 
contributions (black solid line).  

 
For samples that are thinner than the overlap length of the two fundamental beams and 

the coherence length, such as the gold film, the signals are expected to scale with the 
sample thickness. This was investigated using gold films 20-nm and 150-nm thickness 
[Paper V]. The experimental data for the two samples was collected in reflection by 
keeping the intensity of the fundamental beams constant, and the results are shown in Fig. 
6.5. All the data can be fitted very well with the theoretical model of Eq. (6.4), and the 
results indicate that both the surface and bulk responses contribute to the measured SHG 
signals. Furthermore, both responses were higher for the thin film than for the thick film, 
which is against the simple scaling expectations. In addition, the bulk-type response was 
found to be enhanced significantly more (over 80%) than the surface response (20%). The 
enhancement of the surface response can be explained through local-field effects due to 
increased surface roughness of the thin film and the enhanced higher multipole effects 
originate from field retardation across the nanoscale features of the rough surface. The 
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results suggest that nanostructuring offers a way to optimize the higher multipole 
responses, which could lead to second-order nonlinear materials with no centrosymmetry 
limitation. 
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7 Outlook 
 The results of this Thesis show that optical second-harmonic generation can be used to 
obtain detailed and precise information about the origin of the nonlinear response of 
various materials. Our techniques are based on using very detailed polarization 
measurements of the nonlinear response to first determine the measureable expansion 
coefficients in a reliable way. The components of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor are 
then determined by comparing the measured values with the theoretical expressions for 
the expansion coeffecients, which are linear combinations of the tensor components. In 
particular, the new technique based on the use of two noncollinear fundamental beams 
provides new capabilities in separating the nonlinear responses of the surface and bulk 
material. In the case of materials of very high structural symmetry, such as isotropic and 
centrosymmetric ones, only the surface response due to broken symmetry is allowed on 
the electric-dipole level of the light-matter interaction. However, the bulk response 
becomes allowed when the magnetic-dipole and electric-quadrupole interactions are taken 
into account. One of the bulk terms is indistinguishable from the surface response, but 
another is separable. However, the traditional techniques based on a single fundamental 
beam are not able to access this term. The new two-beam technique, on the other hand, is 
able to determine this term in an unambiguous and quantitative way. 

In the present work, we used the two-beam technique to address the origin of the 
second-order response of some of the most basic materials. For the case of optical glasses, 
we found that the relative importance of surface and bulk effects is almost independent of 
the detailed composition of the glass. Furthermore, the results suggest that the bulk 
response has predominantly magnetic rather than quadrupolar character. However, the 
evidence is not yet conclusive. In the future, it would therefore be important to develop the 
techniques even further to be able to separate the magnetic and quadrupolar contributions 
to the bulk response. 

It is also important to note that the surface response has an electric-dipole character 
only in an effective sense. Strong field and material gradients occur at the interfaces of two 
materials, which could favor quadrupole effects. This possibility has been discussed in the 
literature from a number of different points of view, but with varying results and 
interpretations. We expect that more advanced measurement techniques, possibly 
combined with new types of theoretical models, should be able to address also this 
question in a more conclusive way. 

We were also able to address the relative importance of the surface and bulk effects to 
the nonlinear response of gold films. Here, our first set of results was found to be in good 
agreement with a theoretical model based on a free-electron hydrodynamic approach. 
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However, the subsequent comparison of the surface and bulk responses for films of two 
different thicknesses showed that both responses are sensitive to the surface morphology 
of the samples. This result is quite unexpected for the bulk response, but can be explained 
by effective bulk-type quadrupoles arising from local dipolar surface response and field 
retardation across the nanoscale surface features of the sample. In some sense this result 
suggests that the separation of the surface and bulk effects has some remaining ambiguity. 
It is therefore very important that this question can be addressed in a more detailed way on 
a larger set of samples with several different thicknesses. It would also be important to 
achieve samples with even smoother surface than the ones used in this work. On the other 
hand, it will also be interesting to consider whether division to surface and bulk effects is a 
useful concept for nanoscale materials, for which surface-to-bulk ratio is high. It is 
possible that one should rather be satisfied with the separation between dipolar and higher 
multipolar effects.  

Our present way of calibrating the results is based on the assumption that the two 
fundamental beams interact over an effective length that is much smaller than the actual 
sample thickness. For transparent samples, this situation is obtained from the actual 
overlap volume of the two beams. For the absorbing metal films, on the other hand, the 
situation is achieved by the strong absorption of the beams in the metal. In the future, the 
calibration technique must be extended for samples that are thinner than the beam overlap 
length taking into account the multiple reflections between the two surfaces of the sample. 
This extension should be straightforward but somewhat tedious. 

It is also important to remember that the higher-multipole responses can lead to 
second-order effects from centrosymmetric materials, and could thus overcome the 
traditional noncentrosymmtry requirement in the search for second-order materials. To 
enhance the magnetic part of the response, it will be interesting to consider chiral materials. 
On the other hand, the quadrupolar responses are enhanced by field and material gradients. 
Hence, interesting candidates for quadrupolar materials will be sought from composite 
materials consisting of nanoparticles doped into an appropriate matrix, such as colloidal 
metal suspensions, molecular aggregates, and bare and functionalized nanoparticles. 
Another interesting possibility is that traditional materials with a high dipolar third-order 
response, such as chalcogenide glasses, could lead to a high quadrupolar second-order 
response. This possibility is due to the fact that the quantum-mechanical quadrupole 
operator can be interpreted as a product of two dipole operators. 

Finally, it is safe to say that the results of this Thesis are only the beginning for new 
and exciting opportunities in multipolar nonlinear optics. 
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